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White spots on throat may occur as a result of bacterial, viral, yeast infection or due to calcified
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WebMD Symptom Checker helps you find the most common medical conditions indicated by the
symptoms Mouth sores, Spots on throat and White patches inside mouth and.
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White spots on throat can be caused by different conditions. Some of these conditions causing
small white patches on the throat should not be overlooked. I had a sore throat yesterday and
after I took some medicine it was fine. I took some medicine again today and my throat is in no
pain. Is it still strange that I. White spots on throat may occur as a result of bacterial, viral, yeast
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cold as the cause behind the symptoms. However, we’re sometimes. White spots on back of
throat can appear immediately on the back wall of the oropharynx or on the surface on tonsils.
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When our throat is sore or someone in our family is suffering from it, we often suspect a common
cold as the cause behind the symptoms. However, we’re sometimes. White spots on back of
throat can appear immediately on the back wall of the oropharynx or on the surface on tonsils.
They are typical to pharyngitis, tons I had a sore throat yesterday and after I took some medicine
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I had a sore throat yesterday and after I took some medicine it was fine. I took some medicine
again today and my throat is in no pain. Is it still strange that I. WebMD Symptom Checker helps
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